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ABSTRACT

Intraseasonal variability of rainfall over the Indian subcontinent (IS) and the Tibetan Plateau (TP) has been

discussed widely but often separately. In this study, we investigate the covariability of rainfall across the IS

and the TP on intraseasonal time scales and its impact on interannual variability of regional rainfall. Themost

dominant mode of rainfall intraseasonal variability across the region features a dipole pattern with significant

out-of-phase rainfall anomalies between the southeastern TP and the central and northern IS. This dipole

rainfall pattern is associated with intraseasonal oscillations (ISOs) of 10–20 days and 30–60 days, especially

the latter. An active spell of rainfall in the central and northern IS (southeastern TP) is associated with the

strengthening (northward shift) of water vapor transport of the Indian summer monsoon, resulting in more

water vapor entering into the central and northern IS (southeastern TP) and thusmore rainfall. The 10–20-day

ISO of the dipole rainfall pattern is caused by the 10–20-day atmospheric ISO in both the tropics and the

extratropics, whereas the 30–60-day ISO of the dipole rainfall pattern is only associatedwith atmospheric ISO

in the tropics. The dipole rainfall pattern resembles the most dominant mode of interannual variability of

July–August mean rainfall. The 30–60-day ISO of the dipole rainfall pattern has an important contribution to

the dipole pattern of July–August mean rainfall anomalies on an interannual time scale due to the different

frequencies of occurrence of the active and break phases.

1. Introduction

The active–break cycles of Asian summer monsoon

are often associatedwith intraseasonal oscillations (ISOs)

with periods of 10–20 and 30–60 days (e.g., Annamalai

and Slingo 2001; Goswami 2012; Jia and Yang 2013).

The ISOs of monsoon rainfall can affect the seasonal-

mean rainfall amount (Goswami and Ajayamohan

2001; Goswami and Xavier 2005; Krishnamurthy and

Shukla 2007, 2008) and the activity of synoptic sys-

tems such as monsoon lows (e.g., Goswami et al.

2003; Hatsuzuka and Fujinami 2017). In addition, the

monsoon ISOs also exert an impact on extratropical

circulation (e.g., Ding and Wang 2007). Thus, varia-

tions of ISOs in Asian monsoon region are important

for seasonal and extended-range prediction of rainfall

over both the tropics and the extratropics (e.g., Ding

et al. 2010, 2011).

The Tibetan Plateau (TP) plays a critical role in

the evolution of Asian climate and weather (e.g., Wu

et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2014). The ISO of most atmo-

spheric variables over the TP exhibits both 10–20- and

30–60-day signals (Fujinami and Yasunari 2004; Wang

and Duan 2015). The 10–20-day ISO is statistically

significant in most years whereas the 30–60-day ISO is

only significant in some years (Wang and Duan 2015).

Both the 10–20- and 30–60-day ISOs over the TP have

an impact on regional synoptic disturbances (Zhang

et al. 2014) and circulation (Liu and Lin 1991).

Fujinami and Yasunari (2004) reported that the

10–20-day ISO rotates clockwise around the TP, af-

fecting the TP, Indochina, the Bay of Bengal, and

India. The 10–20-day ISO over the TP is associated

with a well-developed wave train extending from

North Africa to Asia along the Asian subtropical jet
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(Fujinami and Yasunari 2004; Hu et al. 2016) and a

westward propagation of the 10–20-day ISO in the

tropics (Yang et al. 2014; Fujinami et al. 2014; Wang

and Duan 2015; Murata et al. 2017). Intraseasonal

variation of rainfall south of the TP is modulated by the

covariability of the 10–20-day ISO between the tropics

and midlatitudes (Fujinami et al. 2014). When the 10–

20-day ISO originating from the South China Sea and

the western North Pacific propagates westward to

south of the Tibetan Plateau, it can cause opposite-

signed convection anomalies between central India

and the southeastern TP (e.g., Wang and Duan 2015;

Murata et al. (2017).

The 30–60-day ISO over the TP has received less

attention compared to the 10–20-day ISO. The most

dominant ISO has a period of 30–60 days to the south

of the TP, which is linked to the northward propagation

of ISO originating from the tropical Indian Ocean

(e.g., Hoyos and Webster 2007; Suhas et al. 2013).

The northward propagation of the 30–60-day ISO can

affect convection anomalies over southern slopes of

the TP and possibly lead to out-of-phase convection

anomalies between central India and the southern

slopes of the TP (Yasunari 1979; Suhas et al. 2013).

The TP, as an elevated heat source in the summer, has

been identified as a critical factor for the formation and

variability of the Indian summer monsoon (e.g., Wu

et al. 2007). Conversely, some studies also demonstrated

that the Indian summer monsoon can affect rainfall

over the TP on a wide range of time scales (e.g., Yao

et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2015). Thus, the TP and the

Indian summer monsoon should be considered as

an interactive system. Indeed, Jiang and Ting (2017)

found that interannual variability of the July–August

rainfall anomaly across the IS and the TP exhibits a

significant dipole pattern. The rainfall anomalies in

the TP and the IS are negatively correlated. As both

the 10–20- and 30–60-day ISOs can cause out-of-phase

convection anomalies between central India and the

southern slopes of TP (Suhas et al. 2013; Murata et al.

2017), it is thus interesting to examine whether the di-

pole rainfall pattern exists on intraseasonal time scales.

The interannual variability of seasonal-mean rainfall

is governed by both the slowly varying external com-

ponent of the forcing (e.g., SST; Hu et al. 2005) and the

internal variability component that primarily originates

from ISOs (e.g., Goswami 2012). Goswami and Xavier

(2005) and Goswami (2012) argued that about 50% of

the total interannual variability of the Asian summer

monsoon can be ascribed to the internal component.

Jiang and Ting (2017) reported that only a portion of the

dipole pattern of July–August mean rainfall anom-

alies across the IS and the TP on interannual time

scale can be explained by SST anomalies in the

tropical southeastern Indian Ocean. Thus, it is pos-

sible that the dipole rainfall pattern on interannual

time scale is partly caused by internal atmospheric

variability.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the cova-

riability of rainfall between the TP and the IS on intra-

seasonal time scales and its link to 10–20- and 30–60-day

ISOs, as well as its effect on the out-of-phase rainfall

between the TP and the Indian subcontinent (IS) on

interannual time scales. In the rest of this paper, the data

and methods used are described in section 2. A dipole

pattern of intraseasonal variability in rainfall across the

IS and the TP and its characteristics are presented in

sections 3 and 4, respectively. The links between the

dipole rainfall pattern and the atmospheric ISOs in both

the tropics and the extratropics are discussed in section

5. The possible contributions of the dipole rainfall pat-

tern to the dominant mode of interannual variability of

July–August mean rainfall anomalies are presented in

section 6. Finally, a summary and discussion are pro-

vided in section 7.

2. Data and methods

a. Data

In this study, we use rainfall data from the Asian

Precipitation—Highly Resolved Observational Data

Integration toward Evaluation of the Water Re-

sources (APHRODITE) to disclose rainfall variations

over the IS and the TP. The APHRODITE is a com-

pilation of rain gauge data from weather stations. Be-

cause the present study focuses on Asian rainfall, the

APHRO_MA_V1101, a subset of APHRODITE cov-

ering mostly Asian land area (608–1508E, 158S–558N),

is used in this study. This product includes daily rain-

fall from 1951 to 2007, with a resolution of 0.58 in both

latitude and longitude. There are large horizontal

variations in rainfall between the main body of the TP

and the surrounding areas due to the sharp topography

gradients. The APHRODITE rainfall has advantages

in this region because of its improvement in coverage

of rain gauge stations and analysis algorithm (Yatagai

et al. 2012).

Additional datasets used in this study include ERA-

Interim from 1979 to 2014 (Dee et al. 2011), the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration interpolated

outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) from 1979 to 2007

(Liebmann and Smith 1996), and daily rainfall from the

Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) daily

precipitation estimates version 2.2 from 1979 to 2014

(Huffman et al. 2001).
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b. Methods

Given the multiple time scales considered in this

study, it is necessary to first define the relevant means

and anomalies used in the study. Let Pi,j(x, y);

i5 1,2, . . . ,N; j5 1,2, . . . ,M be the variable of in-

terest, where N 5 365 days and M is the number of

years used in the analysis, and (x, y) represents the

horizontal grids. A daily climatology is calculated as

P
i
(x, y)5

1

M
�
M

j51

P
i,j
(x, y),

the daily anomalies with respect to the daily clima-

tology are defined as

P0
i,j(x, y)5P

i,j
(x, y)2P

i
(x, y),

and the interannual anomalies of the season mean

(July–August) are

P0
j
(x, y)5 �

243

i5182

P0
i,j(x, y), j5 1, 2, . . . ,M .

To investigate the features of ISOs, the Lanczos

filter (Duchon 1979) with 61 weights is applied to

daily anomalies in each year to extract the ISO in-

formation for the periods of 10–20 and 30–60 days.

Empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis is used

to determine the dominant modes of intraseasonal

variability of rainfall across the TP and the IS. Be-

cause rainfall over the central IS and the southern

slopes of TP is higher than that over rest of the region,

the EOF is applied to correlation matrix of pre-

cipitation anomalies in this study. To reveal the

temporal and spatial structure of the ISOs, lagged

regression is applied to June–September (JJAS) daily

data of all years. Composite analysis is used to analyze

the evolution of convection and circulation associated

with different ISOs. A Student’s t test is used to de-

termine the statistical significance of the regression

and composites. An effective number of independent

samples is estimated by the method based on auto-

correlation proposed by Davis (1976) (also see Chen

1982).

The fast Fourier transform technique is used to cal-

culate the spectra of rainfall for each year after re-

moving daily rainfall climatology. Mean spectra of

rainfall for the 57 (1951–2007) summers (JJAS) is cal-

culated to show the rainfall spectra for all years. A box

plot is used to show statistical information of intra-

seasonal correlation for the 57 summers (JJAS), which

shows the maximum, minimum, median, and 25th and

75th percentiles of the correlation coefficients in this

study.

3. A dominant mode of intraseasonal variability of
rainfall across the IS and the TP

Figure 1a shows the climatological seasonal-mean

rainfall and the intraseasonal variance for JJAS over

the IS and the TP, calculated from 5-day running-mean

daily rainfall anomalies P0
i,j(x, y). There are two rainfall

maxima in the IS, one located along the southwestern

coast and the other in central India. The southwest

maximum is a result of interaction of the southwesterly

monsoon flows with the coastal orography, while the

central India maximum is likely related to low pressure

systems such as themonsoon low andmonsoon depression

(Gadgil 2003; Krishnamurthy and Ajayamohan 2010). As

for the TP, a rainfall band is located at the southern

slopes, with rainfall generally decreasing from the east

to the west. Comparison of patterns between mean and

the intraseasonal variance of rainfall indicates that the

regions with high mean rainfall are collocated with

regions of large intraseasonal variability, indicating a

tight connection between the two.

An EOF analysis is applied to the temporal corre-

lationmatrix of JJAS 5-day running-mean daily rainfall

anomalies from 1951 to 2007. The first four EOFmodes

account for 9.3%, 6.9%, 5.5%, and 4.8% of the total

variance, respectively. While the four modes are not

significantly separated using North’s criterion (North

et al. 1982), the first mode is distinct and robust across

different datasets used. It exhibits a dipole pattern

with positive values over the central and eastern TP,

northeastern India, and Bangladesh, and negative

values over the central and northern IS, as well as the

western TP (Fig. 1b).

This dipole pattern can also be seen when the EOF

analysis is applied to GPCP rainfall data from 1997 to

2014 (Fig. 1c), which includes rainfall information over

oceanic regions. The main difference of the first EOF

mode between the two datasets is in the northern TP,

where the above-normal rainfall in the APHRODITE

data is replaced by below-normal rainfall in the GPCP

data. This difference comes mostly from the difference

of rainfall between the two datasets rather than the

different time periods. Because of the relatively low

values of the mean and intraseasonal variance and few

surface rain gauge stations in that region, we do not

focus on rainfall anomalies in the western and north-

ern TP in this study. Instead, we focus on rainfall

anomalies over the central IS and the southeastern

TP, outlined by the red boxes in Fig. 1, where both the

mean and intraseasonal variance of rainfall are high.
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Figure 1d shows the first mode of the EOF analy-

sis when applied to temporal correlation matrix of

July–August mean rainfall anomalies from 1951 to

2007, which accounts for 16.8% of the total variance. It

can be seen that the first mode on intraseasonal time

scales is almost identical to that on interannual time

scales. The possible relationship of the dipole pattern

between intraseasonal and interannual time scales will

be discussed in section 6.

To investigate the intraseasonal variability of rainfall

in the IS and theTP,we construct two daily rainfall indices.

One is the central IS daily rainfall index (CISDR), defined

as the regionally averaged daily rainfall anomalies over the

central IS; the other is the southeastern TP daily rainfall

index (SETPDR), defined as the regionally averaged daily

rainfall anomalies over the southeastern TP. The mean

power spectra of the 57-yr (1951–2007) JJAS CISDR,

SETPDR, and principal component of the first EOF

mode (PC1) are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that PC1

has statistically significant power spectrum peaks at

synoptic (6–9 days) time scales and at quasi 2 weeks and

quasi 40 days, and a maximum of variance at a period

of quasi 60 days. The PC1 spectra contain significant

peaks of both CISDR and SETPDR. However, CISDR

(SETPDR) has a more significant time scale at quasi

40 days (quasi 2 weeks), indicating that the dipole

pattern may be associated with different physical

processes. Because 10–20- and 30–60-day ISOs of

monsoon have different features and mechanisms

(Annamalai and Slingo 2001), we discuss the dipole

FIG. 1. (a)Mean (mmday21; shading) and intraseasonal variance (mm2 day22; contours) of JJASAPHRODITE

rainfall from 1951 to 2007; spatial pattern of the first EOF when applied to temporal correlation matrix of JJAS

daily rainfall anomalies from (b) APHRODITE and (c) GPCP (1997–2014) data. (d) Spatial pattern of the first

EOF when applied to temporal correlation matrix of July–August mean rainfall anomalies from 1951 to 2007.
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pattern associated with these two intraseasonal time

scales here.

After checking the normalized PC1 5-day running

means of CISDR and SETPDR, as well as their filtered

values for each year, the years 1980 and 1995 are se-

lected to clearly exhibit the out-of-phase variation of

rainfall between the central IS and the southeastern TP

(Fig. 3). It can be seen that SETPDR generally varies in

phase with PC1, but out of phase with CISDR for both

the raw and filtered daily rainfall. To further illustrate

the out-of-phase relationship of rainfall between the

central and northern IS and the SETP, as well as their

relationship with PC1, we calculate correlations among

JJAS PC1, CISDR, and SETPDR for each year (Fig. 4).

Although correlations exhibit large interannual spread,

PC1 is highly correlated with SETPDR and CISDR for

both the unfiltered and filtered values. In general, PC1

correlates more highly with SETPDR than with CISDR.

The correlations between SETPDR and CISDR are

negative in general (Figs. 4c–f), although the correla-

tions show large fluctuations for different months, fil-

tered values, and years. Based on the median value of

the correlations, the correlations in July and August are

higher than those in June and September for both raw

and the 30–60-day-filtered values. These correlations

indicate that rainfall over the central and northern IS

FIG. 2. Mean power spectra (black solid curves) of (a) daily rainfall PC1, and JJAS daily rainfall anomalies

averaged in (b) the southeastern Tibetan Plateau and (c) the central Indian subcontinent. Shown are also the

Markov red noise spectrum (green solid curves) and its bounds at confidence level of 5% (blue dashed curves) and

90% (red dashed curves).
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varies out of phase with that over the southeastern TP on

intraseasonal time scales, especially for July andAugust,

and the 30–60-day-filtered values. PC1 can well reflect

the ISOs of rainfall over the central and northern IS and

the southeastern TP. Furthermore, the coefficients of

correlation between SETPDR and CISDR are posi-

tively correlated with the intraseasonal variance of

PC1, with correlation coefficients of 0.41 and 0.33 for

the 30–60- and 10–20-day-filtered values, respectively.

This suggests that the out-of-phase relationship be-

tween SETPDR and CISDR is stronger for the years

with stronger ISO.

4. Active and break spells of rainfall across the IS
and the TP

One of the unique features of the monsoon ISO is

the active/break cycle. To further highlight the out-of-

phase relationship between rainfall over IS and TP,

we investigate its active and break characteristics.

We define active (break) phase as when values of

normalized PC1 or regionally averaged daily rainfall

anomalies are higher (lower) than 11 (21) standard

deviation for at least 3 consecutive days for the un-

filtered and filtered daily rainfall time series. Figure 5

illustrates the composite differences in rainfall and

vertically integrated water vapor transport (WVT)

between active and break phases based on PC1,

SETPDR, and CISDR. All three difference pat-

terns (Figs. 5a–c) are remarkably similar; all clearly

show that an active phase in the central IS (Fig. 5c) is

associated with a break phase of rainfall in the

southeastern TP, and vice versa. Significant rainfall

anomalies are not confined to the IS and the TP. The

dipole rainfall pattern is accompanied by significant

rainfall anomalies over most parts of Asian land re-

gions. Above-normal rainfall over the central and

northern IS is accompanied by above-normal rainfall

over most part of the Indo-China Peninsula, but

below-normal rainfall in the southeastern TP and

southern China (Fig. 5c).

For Asian land regions, water vapor transported

from nearby oceans is important for the formation and

variability of local rainfall. An active phase of rainfall

FIG. 3. (a),(d) Normalized time series of daily rainfall PC1 and the 5-day runningmean of daily rainfall anomalies

over southeastern Tibetan Plateau (SETDPR) and central Indian subcontinent (CISDR), as well as their (c),(f) 10–

20- and (b),(e) 30–60-day-filtered values for two selected years, (left) 1980 and (right) 1995.
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over the southeastern TP (Fig. 5b) is accompanied by a

large-scale anomalous anticyclonicWVT from the IS to

the South China Sea, with strong westerly WVT to the

south of the TP. On the other hand, an active phase of

the Indian summer monsoon (Fig. 5c) is accompanied

by anomalous cyclonic WVT over the IS, with easterly

WVT to the south of the TP. Comparisons of the

anomalous WVT to climatological WVT (Fig. 5d)

indicate that an active Indian summer monsoon is

associated with a strengthened westerly WVT and

monsoon trough, resulting in more water vapor being

transported to the central and northern IS through the

northern Bay of Bengal. An active rainfall phase in

the southeastern TP, on the other hand, corresponds

to a northward shift of the monsoonal westerly WVT.

In the latter case, water vapor entering the south-

eastern TP is not only from the northern Bay of

Bengal, but also from the northern Arabian Sea. The

WVT anomalies to the south of the TP are not exactly

opposite between the active phase of central IS

rainfall and southeastern TP rainfall. Large WVT

anomalies are located slightly farther to the east in

the active southeastern TP rainfall phase compared

to the active central IS rainfall phase. Other than the

detailed differences in their anomaly patterns, the

dipole rainfall pattern can be explained by the dif-

ferent pathways of WVT.

The active–break cycles of monsoon rainfall can

be linked to the different ISOs. Differences in rain-

fall and WVT between active and break phases for

the 10–20- and 30–60-day ISOs are presented in Fig. 6,

based on the filtered rainfall time series. The diff-

erences between the active and break phases asso-

ciated with the ISOs resemble those associated with

unfiltered data in general. However, differences

associated with 10–20-day ISO are more loca-

lized, particularly for CISDR. The magnitudes of the

anomalous rainfall and WVT associated with the

10–20-day ISO are somewhat smaller than those as-

sociated with the 30–60-day ISO.

FIG. 4. Box-and-whisker plot of correlation coefficients between PC1 and JJAS daily rainfall anomalies averaged over (a) the south-

eastern Tibetan Plateau and (b) the central Indian subcontinent for each year from 1951 to 2007. Also shown are box plots of correlation

coefficients between SETDPR and CISDR for (c) June, (d) July, (e) August, and (f) September for each year from 1951 to 2007. Cor-

relations are calculated for raw and 10–20- and 30–60-day-filtered values. The whiskers represent the minimum and maximum of the

correlation coefficients for all 57 years.
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Both the differences between active and break

phases shown in Fig. 6 and the correlations shown

in Fig. 4 indicate that the out-of-phase rainfall vari-

ation between the central and northern IS and the

southeastern TP is tightly linked to both 10–20- and

30–60-day ISOs, with more contribution from the

latter.

5. Characteristics of 10–20- and 30–60-day ISOs

Comparisons of the differences in rainfall andWVT

between active and break phases among PC1, the

SETPDR, and the CISDR indicate that PC1 can well

represent anomalies associated with SETPDR and

CISDR. Thus, the following analyses on the temporal

evolution of ISO are based on features associated

with PC1.

a. 10–20-day ISO

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the OLR and 850-hPa

wind anomalies over one cycle of the 10–20-day oscil-

lation using lead–lag regressions. The zero-lag OLR

anomalies (Fig. 7e) show enhanced convection over

the eastern TP but suppressed convection over the

northern Bay of Bengal, central and northern IS, and

the western TP, representing the active phase of

SETPDR. The suppressed convection anomalies

over the IS can be traced back to weakly suppressed

convection over the western North Pacific on day 28.

It strengthens over the southern South China Sea

on day 26, then moves to the Bay of Bengal on

day 24, finally reaching the southern IS on day 22,

and strengths and shifts northwestward on day 0.

These anomalous features in both the tropics and

FIG. 5. Composite differences in rainfall (mmday21; shading) and vertically integrated water vapor transport

(kgm21 s21; vectors) between active and break phases for (a) PC1 and daily rainfall anomalies averaged in (b) the

southeastern Tibetan Plateau and (c) the central Indian subcontinent from 1979 to 2007. (d) Climatology (1979–

2007) of the vertically integrated water vapor transport (kgm21 s21). Only values exceeding 99% confidence level

are shown, and the black dashed lines denote the topographic height of 3000m.
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the extratropics are similar to the associated convection

anomalies of the 7–20-day oscillation over the central TP

identified by Fujinami and Yasunari (2004). In general, the

suppressed convection anomalies in the tropics exhibit a

westward propagation from the western North Pacific

(day 28) to the northwestern IS (day 0), which can be

seen more clearly in the evolution of the regressed

OLR averaged between 08 and 208N (Fig. 8a). The

westward propagation of 10–20-day ISO can be un-

derstood as a convectively coupled equatorial Rossby

waves under the mean monsoon flow (Chatterjee and

Goswami 2004; Kikuchi and Wang 2009). The west-

ward propagation of the suppressed convection is al-

ways accompanied by a local anticyclone, which can be

excited by the diabatic cooling of the suppressed con-

vection according to the Gill model (Gill 1980) and

numerical model results (e.g., Jiang and Ting 2017).

On the other hand, a southeastward propagation

of convection anomalies can be seen over the extra-

tropics from the Caspian Sea to the SETP over a cy-

cle, which is associated with a wave train. Fujinami

and Yasunari (2004) reported that the wave train can

affect convection over the TP by modulating the

upper-tropospheric ridge or trough to the west of the

TP, which affects the dynamical and thermodynami-

cal conditions over the TP; an anomalous upper-level

trough (ridge) to the west of the plateau favors en-

hanced (suppressed) convection over the TP. As shown

in Fig. 7, enhanced convection over the TP is always

accompanied by negative geopotential height anoma-

lies to the west. The suppressed convection from the

tropics and extratropics meets over the western TP on

day 22, and the extratropical component continues

its eastward movement to eastern China on day 8. The

FIG. 6. Composite differences in rainfall (mmday21; shading) and vertically integrated water vapor transport

(kgm21 s21; vectors) between active and break phases for (a),(b) 10–20- and (c),(d) 30–60-day-filtered daily rainfall

anomalies averaged in (left) the southeasternTibetan Plateau and (right) the central Indian subcontinent from 1979

to 2007. Only values exceeding 99% confidence level are shown, and the black dashed lines denote the topographic

height of 3000m.
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eastward propagation of the extratropical signal can be

clearly seen in Fig. 8b for both the enhanced and sup-

pressed convections averaged over the latitude bands

of 258–408N.

It is worth noting that the significant suppressed

convection over the eastern TP on day 26 disappears

on day 24, and is replaced by significant enhanced

convection on day 22. At the same time, the sup-

pressed convection in the tropics moves to the Bay of

Bengal and strengthens there. As the suppressed

convection over the Bay of Bengal is accompanied

by a local anomalous anticyclone, which favors more

water vapor to the southeastern TP (Jiang et al. 2016),

the rapid development of enhanced convection over

the eastern TP on day22 can be attributed to both the

eastward movement of the enhanced convection over

the western TP and the westward propagation of

suppressed convection to the south of the TP. Oppo-

site processes can also be seen from days 2 to 6, where

enhanced tropical convection over the Bay of Bengal

suppresses moisture transport to eastern TP, favoring

the development of suppressed convection there on

days 4 and 6.

Figure 9 depicts the lead–lag regression of 200-hPa

geopotential height on PC1 from PC1 lagging by 8 days

to leading by 8 days. A wavelike pattern can be seen

in midlatitudes for all time lags and it shows an east-

ward propagation. Of note is that only the anomalous

centers from the Black Sea to eastern China show

continuous southeastward propagation from day28 to

day 8, which is consistent with the evolution of re-

gressed OLR averaged between 258 and 408N (Fig. 8b).

FIG. 7. Patterns of regression of 29-yr (1979–2007) JJAS 10–20-day-filtered OLR (Wm22; shading), 850-hPa wind (m s21; vectors), and

200-hPa geopotential height (dgpm; contours) on 10–20-day-filtered PC1 from (a) a lag of 8 days (day28) to (i) a lead of 8 days (day 8).

Only values exceeding 95% confidence level are shown. Stippling indicates the value of the geopotential height exceeding 95% confidence

level. The black dashed lines denote the topographic height of 3000m.
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The wave train may be interpreted as a Rossby wave

propagation along the upper-level westerly jet

stream (Terao 1998; Enomoto et al. 2003). Hu et al.

(2016) reported that the 7–20-day ISO of rainfall

over the eastern TP is related to a Rossby wave train

stretching from the eastern Atlantic to southern

China.

To further examine the link between tropical and

midlatitude convection anomalies and their contribution

to the dipole pattern, we identify individual 10–20-day

ISO events and their temporal evolution next. The

normalized 10–20-day-filtered PC1 is used to identify

the 10–20-day ISO event of the dipole pattern, which

is defined by anomalous peak values in both active and

break phases over a cycle higher than one standard

deviation. According to this criterion, there are 113

10–20-day ISO events during June–September from

1979 to 2007.

Following previous studies (e.g., Fujinami and Yasunari

2004), an ISO event is comprised of eight phases, and

phases 3 and 7 correspond to the positive and nega-

tive extremes in PC1, respectively. We analyze the

evolution of anomalies of 10–20-day-filtered OLR,

850-hPa wind, and 200-hPa geopotential height for

each event and find that the westward propagation of

tropical convection and the southeastward propaga-

tion of convection in the midlatitudes do not always

occur at the same time. According to the features of

propagation of anomalies, the 113 events are cate-

gorized into three types subjectively. Type I includes

56 events (50%), featuring westward propagation of

convection in the tropics and southeastward propa-

gation of convection in the midlatitudes; type II has

31 events (28%), featuring only westward propaga-

tion of significant convection in the tropics; and type

III has 26 events (23%), featuring only southeast-

ward propagation of significant convection in the

midlatitudes.

The evolution of the composite 10–20-day-filtered

OLR, 850-hPa wind, and 200-hPa geopotential height

for type I (figure not shown) are similar to those in

Fig. 7, while they are different from those for types II

and III, which are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respec-

tively. It can be seen that propagation of significant

anomalies is found only in the tropics for type II (Fig. 10).

On the other hand, propagation of significant anomalies is

FIG. 8. Lead–lag regression of filtered OLR (Wm22) on filtered PC1: (a) averaged 10–20-day-filtered OLR

between 08 and 208N, (b) averaged 10–20-day-filtered OLR between 258 and 408N, (c) averaged 30–60-day-filtered

OLRbetween 808 and 1008E, and (d) averaged 30–60-day-filteredOLRbetween 608 and 808E. The unit of the x axis
for all the panels is days and negative (positive) values indicate that OLR leads (lags) PC1.
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found only in the midlatitudes for type III (Fig. 11).

Comparison between Figs. 10 and 11 indicates that the

dipole pattern is different between types II and III. It is a

predominantly north–south dipole for type II but an east–

west dipole for type III, together forming the dipole in

Fig. 1b. The propagation of the 10–20-day ISO in the

midlatitudes cannot cause significant anomalies to the

south of TP (Fig. 10); rather, the out-of-phase re-

lationship in convection anomalies between the cen-

tral IS and southeastern TP is mostly contributed by the

10–20-day ISO in the tropics (Fig. 10). When the convec-

tion anomalies of the 10–20-day ISO propagate to the Bay

of Bengal and the IS, opposite convection anomalies are

found over the southern TP simultaneously, forming a

dipole pattern (Fig. 10).

b. 30–60-day ISO

Similar lead–lag regression analysis is also per-

formed for the 30–60-day-filtered OLR anomalies in

Fig. 12. The zero-lag OLR anomalies associated with

the 30–60-day ISO of PC1 shows enhanced convec-

tion from the eastern TP to Japan, and in the east-

ern tropical Indian Ocean, but a band of suppressed

convection from the northwestern IS to the western

North Pacific (Fig. 12e). The suppressed convection

is associated with a large-scale anticyclonic flow locally

and originates from suppressed convection over the

tropical eastern Indian Ocean (day 220), which prop-

agates northwestward to northwestern IS and north-

eastward to the western North Pacific. It is interesting

that the northward-propagating OLR anomaly from

the equatorial Indian Ocean does not seem to reach the

southern TP, but the zonal wind anomalies seem to be

able to move northward up to the foothill of the Hi-

malayas from day 220 to day 5. The northward prop-

agation of the 30–60-day ISO can be seen more clearly

from the regressed OLR anomalies averaged over 808–
1008E as a function of lag time (Fig. 8c), which can be

explained by a combination of a vertical wind shear

mechanism and a moisture–convection feedback mech-

anism (e.g., Jiang et al. 2004; Goswami 2012). Air–sea

interactions also modulate the northward propagation of

the 30–60-day ISO (e.g., Fu et al. 2003, 2007).

Figure 8c shows that the convection over the south-

eastern TP (208–308N) varies out of phase with that be-

tween 108 and 208N, and thus the convection anomaly

over the southeastern TP is not a result of the northward

propagation of the 30–60-day ISO. Instead, it may be

interpreted as a response to convection anomalies over

the Bay of Bengal and the central IS, where enhanced

convection could suppress convection over the south-

eastern TP (Jiang et al. 2016; Jiang and Ting 2017).

The enhanced convection over the southeastern TP

on day 0 can be traced back to the enhanced convection

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 7, but for 200-hPa geopotential height (dgpm).
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over the western TP on day 215, which propagates

southeastward. Based on the evolution of convection

anomalies from day 220 to day 215, and from day 15

to day 20, the convection anomalies over the western

TP can be regarded as a result of the northward prop-

agation of convection originated from the tropical

eastern IndianOcean. As shown in Fig. 8d, the 30–60-day

ISO in the longitude band between 608 and 808E can

propagate to around 358N,while it only reaches to around

208N in the longitudes between 808 and 1008E (Fig. 8c).

Of note is that the enhanced convection over

the southeastern TP strengthens rapidly from day210

to day 25, which is accompanied by the suppressed

convection moving from the southern IS and the

southern Bay of Bengal to the central and north-

western IS and the central Bay of Bengal. The

enhanced convection over the southeastern TP fur-

ther develops as the suppressed convection and asso-

ciated anomalous anticyclone to the south strengthen

at day 0. Rapid development of enhanced convection

from day 210 to day 25 can be also seen in southern

China, which may be ascribed to the northward propa-

gation of the anomalous anticyclone associated with

suppressed convection over the western North Pacific.

As the 10–20-day ISO of the dipole pattern is associ-

ated with the propagation of wave train in the mid-

latitudes, we also examine the 200-hPa geopotential

anomalies related to the 30–60-day ISOof PC1 from a lag

of 20 days to a lead of 20 days. While there is a wave train

associated with the zero lag with alternate sign centers

from the eastern North Atlantic southeastward to the

south of TP, there is no obvious wave trains associated

FIG. 10. Composite anomalies of 10–20-day-filtered OLR (Wm22; shading), 850-hPa wind (m s21; vectors), and 200-hPa geopotential

height (dgpm; contours) for type II 10–20-day ISO of PC1. Only values exceeding 95% confidence are shown for OLR and 850-hPa wind.

Stippling indicates the value of the geopotential height exceeding 95% confidence level. The black dashed lines denote the topographic

height of 3000m.
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with 30–60-day ISO of PC1 (Fig. 12). Comparison of

Figs. 7 and 12 indicate that the relationship of 200-hPa

geopotential height anomalies with local convection

anomalies over the TP is different between the 10–20-

and 30–60-day ISOs. Significant 200-hPa geopotential

height anomalies tend to be located between two

significant convection anomalies for the 10–20-day ISO,

while located with local convection anomalies for the

30–60-day ISO. For example, enhanced convection is

accompanied by increase in geopotential height in the

upper troposphere at day 0 (Fig. 12). According to pre-

vious studies (e.g., Jiang and Ting 2017), the upper-

tropospheric geopotential height may be a response to

the diabatic heating of local enhanced convection. This

feature indicates that the convection anomalies over the

TP associated with the 30–60-day ISO may not be a re-

sponse to the wavelike geopotential height anomalies in

the upper troposphere.

The above analyses indicate that the northward prop-

agation of convection anomalies originating from

the tropical eastern Indian Ocean may cause the dipole

rainfall pattern as itmoved to the centralBayofBengal and

the central and northern IS. The dipole rainfall pattern

can further be strengthened by the convection anomalies

propagated from the western TP to the southeastern TP,

which can be regarded as a result of the northward

propagation of convection anomalies over the north-

western IS in the previous cycle. The 30–60-day ISO of

the dipole pattern is not obviously associated with prop-

agation of wave train in themidlatitudes in terms of 200-hPa

geopotential height anomalies.

To quantitatively reflect the relationship between the

dipole pattern and the northward propagation of the 30–

60-day ISO, we calculated the correlation of the 30–60-day-

filtered PC1 with the boreal summer tropical intraseasonal

oscillation index proposed by Kikuchi et al. (2012)

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but for type III 10–20-day ISO of PC1.
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(available at http://iprc.soest.hawaii.edu/users/kazuyosh/

Bimodal_ISO.html), which is represented by principal

components of the first two modes of an extended EOF

analysis with 210- and 25-day lags applied to the 25–

90-day-filtered OLR data in the entire tropics between

308S and 308N from June to August (Kikuchi et al. 2012).

The two PCs are highly correlated with the 30–60-day-

filtered PC1with different time lag, with the highestmean

correlation coefficients from 1979 to 2007 of 0.41 and 0.50,

respectively.

6. Possible contribution of the ISOs of rainfall to
interannual variability of July–August mean
rainfall

Jiang and Ting (2017) reported that the dipole rain-

fall pattern also exists in the interannual variability of

seasonal-mean rainfall, which can be seen from the first

EOFmode of July–Augustmean rainfall (Fig. 1d). Thus,

the intraseasonal variability and interannual variability

of rainfall across the IS and the TP share a common

mode of spatial covariation.

To illustrate the relationship of the dipole rain-

fall pattern on intraseasonal time scale with that on

interannual time scale, we calculate the difference in

number of days between active and break phases of

PC1. Figure 13 shows the normalized PC1 of the in-

terannual variability of July–August mean rainfall

(black) and the number of days between active and

break phases of the 30–60-day-filtered PC1 (red). They

vary in phase in most years, with a correlation co-

efficient of 0.62, which is close to the correlation co-

efficient with unfiltered daily PC1 (0.66; Table 1). The

PC1 of July–August mean rainfall is also significantly

correlated with the number of days between active and

break phases of SETPDR and CISDR for both raw and

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 7, but for 30–60-day-filtered values from (a) a lag of 20 days to (i) a lead of 20 days.
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30–60-day-filtered values, but it is not significantly

correlated with 10–20-day-filtered values (Table 1).

This indicates that more occurrences of the break

phase of the Indian monsoon rainfall or positive phase

of the southeastern TP rainfall could result in a po-

sitive phase of the dipole pattern in July–August mean

rainfall. The intraseasonal contribution to seasonal-

mean dipole mode is largely due to the 30–60-day

oscillation.

Fujinami et al. (2011) reported that interannual

variability of rainfall over Bangladesh, to the south of

TP, is positively correlated with the variance of in-

traseasonal rainfall variability. Table 1 lists the cor-

relation coefficient between PC1 of JA mean rainfall

and intraseasonal variance of SETPDR, CISDR, and

PC1. The PC1 of JA mean rainfall is negatively and

significantly correlated with intraseasonal variance

of PC1, indicating that the dipole pattern tends to

form when the ISOs are weak. This is different from

that in Bangladesh. Qi et al. (2008) also reported that

all-India summer monsoon rainfall is negatively

correlated with the intensity of the 30–60-day ISO.

As the intraseasonal variability of rainfall is domi-

nated by the 7–25-day ISO over Bangladesh but

the 30–60-day ISO over India, the contribution of

ISOs to total rainfall might be affected by the dom-

inant ISO.

The above results indicate that the ISOs of the

dipole contribute to the dipole pattern of July–

August mean rainfall anomalies, especially the 30–

60-day ISO. Jiang and Ting (2017) reported that the

dipole pattern of rainfall across the IS and the TP on

interannual time scales exhibits month-to-month

variations. It is strong in July and August, but weak

in June and September. Indeed, the correlations be-

tween the two dipole rainfall centers, the SETPDR

and CISDR, on 30–60-day time scales are also

stronger in July and August (Fig. 6), thus further

confirming the contribution of the intraseasonal di-

pole to the interannual dipole. In addition, the

dominant contribution of the 30–60-day ISO of

rainfall anomalies to the dipole pattern of July–

August mean rainfall anomalies is also supported by

the fact that they are associated with similar large-scale

FIG. 13. Normalized principal component (black curves with plus signs) of the first EOF

mode when applied to temporal correlation matrix of July–August mean rainfall anomalies

from 1951 to 2007, and normalized number of days between active and break phases of 30–60-

day-filtered PC1 (red curves with open circles).

TABLE 1. Correlation coefficients of the first principal component of an EOF analysis applied to a temporal correlation matrix of the

interannual variation of July–August mean rainfall anomalies from 1951–2007 with the July–August mean number of days between active

and break spells (frequency) and intraseasonal variance (amplitude) of PC1, SETPDR, and CISDR for raw, 10–20-day-filtered, and 30–

60-day-filtered daily rainfall. Values in italic and boldface fonts exceed the confidence levels of 95% and 99.9%, respectively.

PC1 SETPDR CISDR

Frequency Amplitude Frequency Amplitude Frequency Amplitude

Raw 0.66 0.40 0.57 0.25 20.43 20.20

30–60-day ISO 0.62 0.35 0.53 0.02 20.24 0.02

10–20-day ISO 0.20 0.40 0.0 20.06 0.16 20.15
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anomalies in rainfall and circulation [cf. Fig. 5 herein and

Fig. 2 in Jiang and Ting (2017)].

7. Summary and discussion

In this study, we investigate the possible link between

the Indian summer monsoon and the TP in terms of

rainfall variability on intraseasonal time scales. The

most dominant mode of intraseasonal variabilities of

JJAS daily rainfall across the IS and the TP features a

dipole pattern, with significant out-of-phase relationship

between the southeastern TP and the central and

northern IS. This dipole pattern exhibits ISOs with pe-

riods of 10–20 and 30–60 days, and the out-of-phase

relationship is stronger for the 30–60-day ISO.

As the first EOF mode only explains 9.3% of total

variance and is not significantly separated from other

modes, we also calculate correlation of the regionally

averaged rainfall for the SETP and the CIS with rainfall

over the entire region for raw and filtered values. The

correlation patterns confirm the existence of the dipole

pattern. The first mode of an EOF analysis applied to

temporal correlation matrix of JJAS 10–20- and 30–

60-day-filtered daily rainfall anomalies also exhibits a

dipole pattern. In addition, both the 10–20- and 30–

60-day ISOs explains a large portion the total daily

rainfall variance. The percentage of variance of the 10–

20-day ISO is over 32% in most of the study region, and

the percentage of variance of the 30–60-day ISO is over

16% in the core regions in this study.

To highlight features associated with the dipole rainfall

pattern, we further investigate characteristics of active and

break spells of the dipole rainfall pattern, as well as rainfall

over the southeastern TP and the central IS. An active

spell of rainfall in central IS is accompanied by a break

spell of rainfall in the southeastern TP, and vice versa. An

active spell of rainfall in the central IS (southeastern TP) is

associated with the strengthening (northward shift) of In-

dian monsoon water vapor transport, resulting in more

water vapor being transported to the central and northern

IS (southeastern TP) thereby more rainfall there. Active

or break spells of rainfall related to the 30–60-day ISO is

associated with atmospheric anomalies on a larger

spatial scale compared to those associated with the

10–20-day ISO, especially for central IS rainfall.

Active and break spells of the dipole rainfall pattern

are associated with different atmospheric processes for

the 10–20- and 30–60-day ISOs. For the 10–20-day ISO,

the active and break spells are caused by a westward

propagation of convection anomalies originated from

the tropical western North Pacific and a southeastward-

propagating atmospheric disturbance originated from

the Black Sea over the midlatitudes. About half of the

anomalies from the tropics and midlatitudes are phase

locked when getting to the dipole regions, causing an out-

of-phase relationship. On the other hand, active and

break spells of the dipole rainfall pattern associated with

the 30–60-day ISO are mostly caused by northward

propagation of convection anomalies originated from the

eastern equatorial Indian Ocean. Tropical convection

anomalies can impact the dipole rainfall pattern directly

when they propagate into the Bay of Bengal and the

central and northern IS or strengthen the dipole rainfall

pattern indirectly by propagating into the western TP and

then moving eastward. It is worth noting that when con-

vection is enhanced over the Bay of Bengal and the

central and northern IS, convection tends to be suppressed

over the southeastern TP at the same time. This simulta-

neous relationship suggests that convection anomalies be-

tween the central and northern IS and the southeastern TP

can interact with each other, consistent with that reported

by Jiang and Ting (2017) on interannual time scales. Pos-

siblemechanisms responsible for the propagation of ISOs in

the tropics and extratropics have been investigated by pre-

vious studies (e.g., Jiang et al. 2004; Goswami 2012; Wang

and Duan 2015; Hu et al. 2016). However, how ISOs

propagate from the northwestern IS to the western TP re-

mains unclear, which warrants further studies.

The dipole pattern of rainfall anomalies on intraseasonal

time scales also exists on interannual time scales, especially

for July–August mean rainfall. This is due to the different

frequency of occurrence of the active and break phases of

the dipole pattern on intraseasonal time scales that can

contribute substantially to the dipole pattern in July–

August mean rainfall. When there are more active phases

than break phases of the dipole rainfall during one par-

ticular season, the seasonal-mean rainfall anomalies tend

to showpositive phase of the dipole pattern, and vice versa.

The contribution of ISOs to interannual variability of July–

August mean rainfall comes mostly from the 30–60-day

ISO. Jiang andTing (2017) reported that the dipole rainfall

pattern on interannual time scales also can be caused by

sea surface temperature anomalies in the southeastern

tropical Indian Ocean. The number of days between

active and break phases of PC1 is positively correlated

with sea surface temperature anomalies in this region,

indicating that the SST anomalies may affect the dipole

pattern by modulating the 30–60-day ISO. The south-

eastern tropical Indian Ocean is also the region where

northward propagation of the 30–60-day ISO is initial-

ized. How SST anomalies in this region affect the asym-

metry of the dipole pattern deserves further study.
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